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Purchaser Information 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone:  Email:  

Kitten Information 

Gender:            Birthdate:  

Litter Reg #:       Price:   

Dam:       Sire:  

Deposit Amount:   *Deposits are non refundable  

Outstanding Circumstances:   

 

1.! This kitten is guaranteed to be in good health and FeLV/FIV negative at time of pick up 
and for 72 hours thereafter. Kitten should be checked by a vet within the first 72 hours. If 
that examination shows the kitten to be medically deficient it may be returned for a 
replacement kitten (shipping cost at buyer’s expense) OR replaced by a kitten of equal 
value when one is available (shipping at buyer’s expense) with proof of vet examination, 
no refunds will be given. After 72 hours this guarantee is void. We do not guarantee 
against FIP, and we are not responsible for any vet costs unless otherwise approved. 
Please note kittens may exhibit cold like symptoms from stress when first brought home. 
A kitten should be kept separated from all new pets for the first few weeks, for their own 
adjustment and for the health of the kitten, especially if existing animal is showing any 
signs of contagious health problems or has existing contagious health problems. 

2.!  A deposit of $300 (pet) or $500 (breeder/show) will secure your kitten. This deposit is 
nonrefundable but can be transferred or held for future cats/kittens. Remaining balance 
for the kitten is due prior to the kitten going home. 

 

3.! This kitten is guaranteed against HCM, pk def, and pra-b for up to two years from birth. 
In the event this kitten passes away due to the above within that time frame, a necropsy 
must be performed by a licensed veterinarian and proof of cause of death provided at 
expense of the owner. A replacement kitten will be provided of comparable quality and 
value when available, no refunds will be given. If kitten passes away from congenital 
defects within the first year of life (cause of death must be confirmed via necropsy 



 

 

performed by licensed veterinarian) a kitten of equal value will be given to buyer 
(shipping cost at buyer’s expense). No refunds will be given. 

 

4.! We do not refund or replace kittens due to behavior or outside circumstances. Please do 
your homework on this breed before deciding, and be aware that every kitten will have its 
own personality and quirks. Things such as allergies, new babies, other animals etc. will 
not result in replacement of a kitten. These are things you should be aware of before 
purchasing a kitten.  

 

5.! Unless specifically stated as a breeder above, this kitten will be altered at or before the 
age of 6 months. Proof of alter must be signed and dated by a veterinarian and provided to 
us. At this time, TICA registration application papers will be given to the purchaser. If no 
proof is received by that date, purchaser owes the seller the difference between pet and 
breeder price, which can be anywhere between $1000-$3000. 

 

6.! Purchaser agrees to keep kitten in a safe and loving environment. This kitten will receive 
proper health care and nutrition. If in the event you cannot keep the kitten, under no 
circumstances will this kitten be sold to a pet store, abandoned, or given to a shelter. 
Buyer is required to return kitten/cat to Seller in the event they cannot keep them. 

 
7.! This kitten/cat will not be declawed under any circumstances barring medical necessity. 

Declawing causes lifelong psychological and physical damage, and also contributes to 
litter box misuse. Declawing this cat will render this contract null and void and seller may 
repossess cat with no refund to the buyer. 

 

8.! If kitten is being purchased as a show or breeder, once the cat is retired, they must be 
altered before being rehomed. If for whatever reason you are not able to keep a cat 
purchased for breeding or show, The Rhine Bengals will have the first opportunity to buy 
back the cat if still actively breeding. If we refuse the cat buyer may resell cat at their 
discretion, however no breeding cats over the age of 5 may be placed in breeding homes, 
they must be altered and rehomed as a pet.  

 
9.! If kitten is being purchased as a breeder, The Rhine Bengals guarantees breeding cat to 

have produced at least two live healthy kittens by 2 years of age. If buyer suspects 
infertility, The Rhine Bengals has the right to have the cat returned back to them for them 
to perform a test breeding (shipping cost at seller’s expense). The Rhine Bengals may or 
may not choose to do this. If kitten is confirmed to be infertile seller has the right to alter 
cat and rehome, and the The Rhine Bengals will supply a new kitten of comparable value 



 

 

when one is available, no refunds will be given. If cat is found to be fertile, cat will be 
returned to breeder (shipping cost at buyer’s expense) with litter belonging to the seller. 

 

10.!Most importantly, enjoy and love your kitten! Bengals are wonderful and will bring you 
constant entertainment and happiness. 

 

By signing below, purchaser acknowledges that they have read over and agree to the above 
terms. Purchaser understands that failure to make agreed upon payments breaks contract and no 
money will be refunded. If for whatever reason a deposit is given and purchaser is not able to get 
kitten by the date ready, deposit will be held and can be applied towards a future kitten. Any 
money paid up to that point is nonrefundable, but will be applied towards a future kitten of 
purchaser’s choice. This contract is legally binding and cannot be altered by either party. In the 
event of a legal dispute, jurisdiction shall be in the municipality of the seller’s residence.  

Kitten will be picked up and paid for in full (unless otherwise agreed upon) by 12 weeks of age. 
Final payments will be made in cash. 

Seller Signature:                     Buyer Signature:  

               Buyer Name:  

Date:   Date:  

 

Renee & Tyler Roragen 

76050 Bryson Hesperia Rd, Bradley CA 

805-464-1054, therhinebengals@gmail.com 
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